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CHARACTERS:

THEW: early 30s, Essex

MR. BUCKERIDGE: mid 40s, posh

JEMIMA: late 30s, posh

JUSTIN: early 30s, London

TOBIAS: mid 20s, American

NUTTER: late 30s, East London

GWINN: late 20s, Welsh

CABBAGE: early 40s, German

SECURITY GUARD: early 40s, Slavic

SETTING:

BRNO, CZECH REPUBLIC

PUTNEY, LONDON
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PRESENTER: Listener discretion advised. Some difficult choices had

to be made in the writing of Swee Stoppers. At the risk

of offending those who have lost loved ones to suicide

in times past, we nevertheless hope this story’s

messaging might be of some small use to those others

suffering suicidal thoughts today.

Or at least cheer a bugger up.

1. EXT. DAY. MR. BUCKERIDGE’S PERSONAL PARADISE

THE RIPPLE OF A SHALLOW STREAM. MEADOW PIPPITS ABOVE. TWO

BOYS IN THE DISTANCE FLYING A KITE.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: It’s not true that suicides are banned from heaven.

I’m here now. I especially like the bridges.

It turns out that paradise is a fulfillment of everything

you suffered for wanting in your life. Nice, huh? I get

lots of sex with a woman I met in an airport once.

She wasn’t especially interested in me in life. Here

we are married. She smiles when we meet and

frowns when we part rather than the other way

round. And each time when the sex is done, it’s she

who says thank you, not me. We do it in garishly

green meadows, on bridges, under bridges - half on,

half off bridges... And our kids… our kids have this

zest for life that borders on the beatific;
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accompanied by this wonderful knack for making

themselves scarce at just the right time.

I don’t think my heaven is very original. I don’t care.

I’m happy. But it wasn’t so easy to get here.

2. RECORDED RING TONE

CLICK

MUSIC: A COMPLETELY INAPPROPRIATE JINGLE

JEMIMA: Thank you for calling Suicide Stoppers. To speak to -

Matthew - dial one.

CLICK

JEMIMA: Introducing - Matthew.

THEW: Hi, I'm Thew. From Essex. Specialise in drug

addiction and domestic pickles. I've also spoken to

gays and one or two immigrants--

BEEP

DIFFERENT RING TONE - AN ACTUAL PHONE THIS TIME?

CLICK

3. INT. 9:30AM. WEDNESDAY. BRNO. HELPLINE OFFICE. DAY

THEW: Suicide stoppers, Thew speaking. Can I help--

MR. BUCKERIDGE: --Look, I don't want you to try to and dissuade me,

okay?

THEW: Al-right.
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MR. BUCKERIDGE: (WAFTS PAPERS) I'm fine with the suicide -

completely fine. I've just got a question about my

insurance policy.

THEW: Okay.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: I was laying out all the documents for my wife and I

found some 'suicide exclusion' clause in my life

insurance. Two years. What on earth does that

mean?

THEW: Hanging, right? The mode of suicide.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Yes. How did you know?

THEW: (PICKS UP PEN AND WRITES) Didn't.

Look, the clause means if you commit suicide within

two years of signing, your wife nor no one gets

nuffin.

'Course, they never point this stuff out when you

sign.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: No, they don't. The rats. I should have read the

bloody thing through.

THEW: Well, you ain’t the first bloke not to see his own

suicide coming.

So how long you got to wait?
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MR. BUCKERIDGE: (TOSSES PAPERS ON TABLE) Another three and

a half months.

THEW: Hoo. Bummer.

Do you think you can hang... hold on that long?

MR. BUCKERIDGE: No.

Erm. You are the ‘Suicide Stoppers’, right?

THEW: That’s us.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: It’s just that...  I don’t know.  You seem… okay with

suicide.

THEW: None of it. I’m completely against it. Even after work.

Look. I'll let you in on a secret. Generally speaking,

suicide.... is a conspiracy.

(BACKTRACKING) Oh, sorry. Scrub that;

completely forgot: you said you were okay with the

suicide part.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: --no, no, it's fine. I am okay with it. But... a

conspiracy? How?

THEW: Cats.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: What?
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THEW: Your social circle - they’re like cats. All fluff and

friendliness on the outside, but what they really want

is for you to kark it. You've got what they're after:

you're a bipedal buffet.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: You mean to say my mates want me to kill myself?

THEW: Assolutamente, my friend. You're a walking

resource. They want your TV, car, XBox - even your

missus. It's an ego... ergo thing. They don't know it,

of course, but that's what's there. Under their

psyche.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: And is she in on it? My wife?

THEW SCRIBBLES THIS DOWN

THEW: (DISTRACTED, WRITING) Probably, yeah.

Subconsciously too of course.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: But... how can it be a conspiracy if it's

subconscious?

THEW STOPS WRITING - CAUGHT

THEW: For Christ's sake, man. Do I sound like a bleedin’

intern? This is my pro-fession.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Okay, okay. I'm sorry. Just it didn't make much

sense--
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THEW: -- Mate. Look. You need to trust me. Now, I can see

you're havin’ a bit of a Barney - so ‘ere’s what I'll do.

And it's only 'cause I like ya.

I know a bloke who works for... which insurance

company was it?

MR. BUCKERIDGE: JXM

THEW SCRIBBLES THIS DOWN

THEW: Lucky day. I know a bloke at JXM. Hates it there -

more thieves than a Florentine cathedral. I reckon if I

asked him nice, he'd tick the suicide plan box on

your original policy. Then all you'd need to do is burn

your copy and you'll be laughing. Kinda.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: You’d do that for me?

THEW: Sure I would, that's what non-friends are for. Just

give me your name and address.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: (TRYING TO FIT IN WITH THE WORKING CLASS)

Wow. Cool. Thanks, man.

It's Buckeridge, James Buckeridge. Fifteen East

Parkview, Putney S W Seven, Five P K.

THEW SCRAWLS THIS DOWN TOO

THEW: S W Seven… Five P K.
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You’re there now, right?

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Sure am. And, I'd just like to say how much I

apprecia--

THEW HANGS UP

THEW PICKS UP AGAIN. DIALS A NEW NUMBER.

THEW: Justin. It's Thew. I've got a section three. Hanging.

Yeah, it's imminent. A James Buckeridge. Address

Thirteen East Parkview, Putney  S W Seven, Five P

K.

And don’t forget to tag me for the swee stop this

time. Behind on rent here.

THEW HANGS UP

4. EXT. 9:30 AM. PUTNEY. QUIET RESIDENTIAL STREET. INSIDE CAR. DAY

CAR SLOWS

JUSTIN: (READING HOUSE NUMBERS) Nine... Eleven...

Thirteen. Right.

CAR STOPS
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HANDBRAKE, KEYS, DOOR OPEN. JUSTIN GETS OUT - DIFFICULT. HE’S

CLEARLY OVERWEIGHT. DOOR CLOSES. BEEP OF CAR LOCKING.

HASTY SHUFFLE ACROSS THE STREET.

SPARROWS. DISTANT TRAFFIC.

JUSTIN: Fancy Pants Street. Bet they’ve got like three

XBoxes per house.

I dunno - just no pleasin’ some people.

GARDEN GATE OPENS. CLOSES

DOORBELL

JUSTIN: Hello?  Anybody there?

Bugger. Right - neighbours’ it is then.

VERY HURRIED FOOTSTEPS. GARDEN GATE OPENS. CLOSES AGAIN.

MORE HURRIED FOOTSTEPS. A LITTLE PANTING NOW.

DOOR KNOCKER RAPPED REPEATEDLY.

SOUND OF SOMEONE APPROACHING FROM INSIDE.

LOCK PLACED ON LATCH. DOOR OPENED TILL CHAIN TUGS TIGHT.

RUSTLING PAPERS OF AN INSURANCE POLICY IN HAND.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: What do you want? It’s not... a good time.
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JUSTIN: Sorry to bother you. Erm... I’ve been called to an

emergency - it’s your neighbour at number thirteen.

Mr. Buckeridge. It’s a life or death situation.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: (NERVOUS) Oh. Err. Right. And - who might you

be?

JUSTIN: Oh, sorry. My ID - I’m an intervention specialist for

the Suicide Stoppers. We have reason to believe Mr.

Buckeridge might be in danger. You don’t have a

means of getting in, do you?  Spare key? Entrance

to his garden?

MR. BUCKERIDGE: No. I don’t, sorry. Bye.

HAND STOPPING DOOR FROM CLOSING

JUSTIN: Look. In that case, I’m going to have to break in to

his property. It can really help if I enter with a familiar

face.

MR BUCKERIDGE PUSHES AGAINST THE HAND HOLDING THE DOOR

OPEN

MR. BUCKERIDGE: (STRUGGLING) It’s… my… face.

MR BUCKERIDGE SUCCESSFULLY CLOSES THE DOOR

JUSTIN: (AT THE DOOR) Thanks for your help! Have a

happy, trouble-free life!
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FADE OUT

(MUTTERING, WALKING AWAY) Honestly - some

people.

5. INT. 9:35. PUTNEY HOUSE. DAY

(FADING IN) SOMETHING HEAVY SWINGING ON A ROPE

MR. BUCKERIDGE: I quickly found that suicides don’t go to paradise

automatically. That’s where the misconception

started that we can’t get there at all. Many don’t.

I woke up, looking up at my body swinging beneath

the bannister - still in the world. The tuxedo didn’t

help - I still looked an awful bloody mess. But thank

god I didn’t wear my chinos.

Ghosts? That’s us - suicides in limbo - along with a

bunch of really very angry sods who hang around for

different reasons. Speaking of angry sods, it took all

of five minutes for Dad to come down from his

paradise to fill me in on the new status quo - he

actually uses that phrase, ‘status quo’. Still every

time I hear it, I remember our family trips to Cornwall

for two weeks of shouting. Listening to “Down Down

Deeper and Down” in the car was one of the quieter

parts of the holiday.
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Dad was a bit snarky with me at first - I shouldn’t

have topped myself, he said. I’m an idiot. I seized

the opportunity to tell him it was all his fault, and,

when he disagreed, I smugly referred him to Philip

Larkin.

Only after we’d got all that off our chests did he at

last explain what the new ‘status quo’ was - he told

me I had to stop someone else from topping

themselves - that was my ticket to paradise. If I

failed to halt some other soul’s downward spiral and

turn them back into a regular upbeat Sisyphus, I’d

be stuck here - in limbo - till I faded away.

And then, off Dad went back to his heaven, which

probably involved a better wife than Mum, and a

better kid than I ever was too, I guess.

So there I was, beneath my own corpse, with no

idea who the bloody hell I could save. Putney isn’t

exactly a hotbed of suicidal tendencies... that would

involve admitting our lives weren’t spectacular. So,

in search of my potential victim, I followed a phone

line to this place called Brno - in the same country

as Prague, I believe. Seemed as good a place as

any to find my golden ticket to paradise.
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6. INT. 11:55AM. BRNO. HELPLINE OFFICE. DAY

A THROW.

TENNIS BALL HITS CARPETED FLOOR - THEN WALL - THEN IS

CAUGHT BY A HAND.

ANOTHER THROW

FLOOR - WALL - HAND

THROW.

FLOOR - WALL - ...SOMEONE DROPS THE BALL.

THEW: Dodgy crapping Czech tennis balls.

ANOTHER THROW

FLOOR - WALL - HAND

THROW.

FLOOR - WALL - ... BALL HITS WINDOW WITH A THUD.

JEMIMA: (FROM INSIDE HER OFFICE) Thew! Will you stop

that?!

THEW: It’s the ball! It ain’t round.

JEMIMA: Add value to who you are, Matthew.

7. RECORDED RINGTONE

CLICK

MUSIC: A COMPLETELY INAPPROPRIATE JINGLE
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JEMIMA: Thank you for calling Suicide Stoppers. To speak to -

Jemima - dial two.

CLICK

JEMIMA: Introducing - Jemima.

JEMIMA: After every storm comes sunshine. And sunshine on

sodden earth brings forth all kinds of flowers.

I am Team Leader at Suicide Stoppers, thanks in no

small part to my diploma in emotional defusion from

South-Ken Polytechnic. If you find yourself strapped

to a ticking bomb and aren’t a jihadist, let me help

you add some more digits to your countdown. My

motto - “bloom, don’t boom”.

BEEP

DIFFERENT RING TONE - AN ACTUAL PHONE

CLICK

8. INT. 11:55PM. WEDNESDAY. BRNO. HELPLINE OFFICE. DAY

JEMIMA: Jemima speaking. (LISTENS)

Hello Justin. (LISTENS LONGER)

Oh. Oh, dear. Oh deary dear.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Thew seemed a pretty fair target - he was clearly

depressed in his own Essexy way (I think they
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probably top themselves in Essex) - AND his job

was to stop others from kicking their own can. I only

hoped that assisting him in helping someone else

would also be pearly-gates-approved. Wish I’d spent

less time arguing with Dad and more time finding out

the rules for getting off this accursed dimension.

JEMIMA: Matthew! Will you come in here, please?

THEW: (OFF. DISGRUNTLED) It’s five minutes till lunch.

JEMIMA: Value, now.

THEW: (APPS) What’s up?

JEMIMA: Take a seat, please. I have Justin on loudspeaker.

THEW: (SITTING) Alright, Fertile.

JEMIMA: Tell him what you told me, Justin.

THEW: Fertile.

JUSTIN: Piss off, Thew. You sent me to the wrong sodding

address.

THEW: What?

JUSTIN: The section three - it was at number fifteen.

JEMIMA: Aaaand...

JUSTIN: And I spoke to the dead guy - I knocked on his door

to ask for an assist.
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THEW: You’re joshing me?

JUSTIN: Yeah - I’m having a right giggle over here.

THEW: Couldn’t you tell something was up?

JUSTIN: He didn’t answer the door with a noose around his

neck, no.

JEMIMA: Well his wife’s complaint does have some foundation

here, Justin.

THEW: Fertile.

JEMIMA: Enough, Thew. Please.

Mrs Buckeridge said he was wearing a tuxedo when

she found him.

THEW: You talked to a guy wearing a tuxedo at ten a.m. and

didn’t suspect anything?

JUSTIN: How was I supposed to know? It's Putney. And I had

a different address thanks to tit wobble here.

THEW: Just-in-fertile.

JEMIMA: Enough, Thew! Okay, Justin. Thanks for your effort,

and your honesty. Just a dash more excellence next

time, okay?

JUSTIN: Sure. Whatever.
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BEEP AS JEMIMA CLOSES THE CALL

JEMIMA: Mrs. Buckeridge was also curious why her

husband's life insurance was burnt in the sink. You

wouldn't know anything about that, would you,

Matthew?

THEW: Nope.

JEMIMA: Well, I'll do a forensics on the recording. See if there

is any clue there.

THEW: (NERVOUS) Yeah. Good… erm… idea.

9. EXT. 6PM. BUSY BEER GARDEN. SUNNY. GRAVEL GROUND.

THEW: I was one house out. For the whole of bloody

London, that ain’t bad.

GWINN: Better than many cruise missiles.

THEW: Precisely.

GWINN: Almost.

So, what now?

THEW: Apart from a dead guy in Putney, seven infraction

points and an impending lawsuit, you mean?

GWINN: Yeah.
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THEW: Jemima is giving me some I-don't-know-what

training. I need to pass it or I'm unemployed. She

says I don’t empathise enough.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Things were going wrong in a vestigial hurry. Thew

had been removed from the Suicide Stoppers

phones. This meant he was only going to give me a

leg up to the old celestial stairway if he were

deliberating suicide himself.

And… he seemed, I don’t know, a bit numb for

suicide. If there’s one thing I wasn’t when I ended

my own life, it was numb. I wondered if I’d be

allowed to whisper Thew towards the edge a bit -

just a little absinthian whiff of the dark side, only then

to heroically whisper him off again. Surely that could

still be classified as prevention? Hmm…

GWINN’S MOBILE RINGING

GWINN: (STANDING) Sorry. Got to take this.

GWINN RUSHES OFF ACROSS GRAVEL, PHONE STILL RINGING.

10. RECORDED RINGTONE

CLICK

MUSIC: A VERY DIFFERENT JINGLE - SENSUAL. WITH GASPS, CRIES

AND GIGGLES. THIS CALL IS DEFINITELY NOT A LINE TO A SUICIDE

PREVENTION SERVICE.
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GWINN: Welcome to Lickety, your very own video live link to

luxury smut. To speak to - Gwinn - dial one.

CLICK

GWINN: Introducing - Gwinn...

11. EXT. 6PM. BUSY BEER GARDEN.  SUNNY. GRAVEL GROUND.

TOBIAS APPS

TOBIAS: Hi, Matthew.

THEW: Tobias. Gwinn went off to take a call.

TOBIAS: Mind if I wait here?

THEW: Knock yourself out.

TOBIAS SITS AND PLACES HIS JUICE DOWN

THEW: I’m waiting.

TOBIAS: What? Oh. Funny. Knock myself out. Yes.

THEW: They don’t teach humour in Mormon school, then?

TOBIAS: Quite the opposite - you learn to suppress the urge

for any form of pleasure - humorous or otherwise.

THEW: Really?

TOBIAS: No. It was a… nevermind.

You okay, Matthew? You seem, I don’t know, piqued.
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THEW: Troughed. I’m troughed. Lost a client today.

TOBIAS: Oh, sorry to hear that. You still have the house, at

least, though, right?

THEW: Come again?

TOBIAS: As a real estate agent - you can lose a client but not

the house, I presume. Until you sell it, that is.

THEW: Oh, right. Yeah - real estate. That’s our business.

Yup. And you’re completely right of course. Got the

house, even though the client is dead.

TOBIAS: Dead?

THEW: I mean the deal. The deal is dead. Was left hanging

for a while, and now it’s dead.

TOBIAS: You guys are so sensitive for estate agents, do you

know that? It’s almost touching. I’ve even seen

Gwinn in tears when she lost a client.

THEW: Heart and soul. You said it.

Actually, screw this. I’m going to be out of a job soon

and you’re never gonna need our help anyway.

TOBIAS: What are you talking about?

THEW: Heard of Suicide Stoppers? The helpline? We are

their UK office.
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TOBIAS: But you live here.

THEW: Yeah, there are these things called telephones...

TOBIAS: Ohhhh… Gwinn works in suicide prevention?

THEW: Yep. So when she loses a client… she really loses

one.

TOBIAS: (WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN) Oh, my.  And

to think I even criticised her for crying over lost

clients. I thought she cared about lost earnings.

THEW: That’s why I am telling you. She’ll punch me in the

gonads for saying but it sounds like I’m doing her a

favour. And, like I said, I’m probably out of a job

anyways.

TOBIAS: But why all the secrecy? I don’t understand.

THEW: The logic is - if you know someone who works for a

suicide helpline, you won’t call it when you need.

Most people prefer to have strangers talk them off a

ledge. Go figure.

TOBIAS: Right. Ok. Well - thanks.

So - today you really lost… (REALISES) Oh, my.

THEW: Please don’t say ‘Oh my’ anymore.
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TOBIAS: Of course. I’m sorry. Do you want to talk about it?

We do have extensive bereavement training...

THEW: I am kind of all full up on training, thanks. I would

rather drink my beer to the sound of you sucking

verblessly on your orange juice.

TOBIAS: Right. But you know verbs are…? Nevermind.

TOBIAS SUCKS ORANGE THROUGH A STRAW

GWINN: (FAR OFF. SCREAMING) Get your hands off me!

SECURITY GUARD: (FAR OFF) Toilets are not for disgusting!

THEW: What the…?

TOBIAS: (STANDING) Gwinn!

THEW: What’s that all over her face?

BOTH HURRY ACROSS THE GRAVEL TOWARDS HER

THEW: Scuse us. Coming through.

SECURITY GUARD: Dirty American.

GWINN: I’m Welsh!

SECURITY GUARD: Dirty Welsh American.

GWINN: It’s chocolate.

SUCKS CHOCOLATE FROM HER FINGER
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GWINN: See?

COLLECTIVE GASP OF HORROR FROM ALL PRESENT

SECURITY GUARD: Get out! No ever come back!

GWINN: I’m going!

TOBIAS: Gwinn.

GWINN SOBS AND RUNS AWAY ACROSS THE GRAVEL

TOBIAS: Gwinn!

TOBIAS GIVES CHASE - RECEDING

THEW: Fruit and freakin’ nut. Time for absinthe.

MR. BUCKERIDGE I considered following this Gwinn character instead.

She was certainly a gloomy sort. But she seemed a

bit preoccupied to be hearing whispers. No - I’d stick

with Thew. He was responding well to my first

whispered words - a mere mention of one particular

alcohol and he’d lick his lips. Like actual Pavlovian

circles. I daresay I could have got him to order

cyanide if it was 70 proof. Something told me it

wouldn’t be all that hard to nudge him gently towards

death, only to deftly snatch him away again.

12. INT. 9AM. BRNO. HELPLINE OFFICE
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THEW ENTERS - WHISTLING DVOŘÁK’S NEW WORLD SYMPHONY

(AKA THE HOVIS THEME TUNE)

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Hmm… I’m not sure absinthe has the same effect on

people from Essex as it did on Van Gogh.  They’re

apparently a more resilient bunch than I anticipated,

especially when it comes to questions of existential

futility. What’s even more worrying is that I

whispered “Loser” into Thew’s ear seventeen times

as he whistled his way to work and all it did was

make him switch from Daft Punk to some brown

bread commercial. Dad mentioned something about

Fading… what did that mean? Would my whispering

have less effect over time? Oh, shudderpants.

THEW TOSSES A TEN PACK OF 3-IN-1 COFFEES ON HIS DESK, DROPS

INTO HIS CREAKY SWIVEL CHAIR AND BOOTS UP HIS COMPUTER - IT

WHIRRS LIKE A DESKFAN.

JEMIMA’S OFFICE DOOR OPENS.

JEMIMA: Thew. No calls today, remember. Can you come

here, please?

THEW: (GRUMBLY) Uh-huh.

THEW GETS UP WITH A SIGH. FOOTSTEPS AS HE OBEYS

THEW: Not seen Gwinn, have ya?

JEMIMA: She is off sick today. Come in. Come in.
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CLOSING THE DOOR BEHIND HIM

THEW: Erm… why are you dressed like a tramp?

JEMIMA: Sit. Sit.

THEW SITTING ON A SLIGHTLY LESS SQUEAKY SWIVEL CHAIR

JEMIMA: As I said, Mother Goose agreed to let me deliver a

retraining program for you.

THEW: You’re going to teach me to be unemployed?

JEMIMA: Haha! No. We don’t help you then. This is how you

keep your job.

THEW: So, what, then?

JEMIMA: If you can hold back on the questions for just one

minute...

THEW: (SNIFFS) You smell, by the way.

JEMIMA: Yes. Please - just hear me out, ok?

I listened to the recording of you ‘helping’ Mr.

Buckeridge, Matthew. And I am afraid to say my

initial fears were met with some serious

confirmation.

THEW: Cruise missiles sometimes miss by one house. Do

you know how much one of them things costs?
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JEMIMA: I’m not sure that’s a relevant comparison, Thew.

THEW: Tell that to the Tunisian orphans.

JEMIMA: Thew. Do you know what this is?

DOUBLE TAP OF FINGER ON FRONT OF SLIGHTLY HOLLOW SKULL

THEW: My head. Is the whole test going to be this easy?

JEMIMA: Inside. Which part of your brain is it?

THEW: The front part?

JEMIMA: Exactly, Matthew. It’s your frontal lobe. And do you

know what it’s for?

THEW: Hmm... Padding?

JEMIMA: What? No...

THEW: Cause, like, if you headbutt someone else, it hurts

them way more than when they, like, headbutt you. I

always wondered why--

JEMIMA: --Empathy, Matthew. It’s for empathy.

THEW: Oh, right. But that doesn’t really explain why--

JEMIMA: --But it’s also where the power to manipulate lies.

THEW: Still don’t see how headbutts fit into all this.

JEMIMA: Thew. You have been misusing your frontal lobe.
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THEW: Uh?

JEMIMA: And I am going to personally take you through some

recalibration training. If you pass, you keep your job.

Fail and you find another. Are we clear?

THEW: Got that part, yeah.

13. EXT. 9:30AM. BRNO. STREET.

SPARROWS, BIKE BELL AND BORED MOTHERS

JEMIMA: George Orwell pioneered this technique. Before

publishing, he moved to Paris and dressed up as a

homeless man - lived among them. He wanted to

experience oppression through the eyes of the

oppressed. He became them. Now that's empathy.

THEW: I liked War of The Worlds. Tom Cruise is underrated.

So what is it I’ve got to do exactly?

JEMIMA: There is no exact. I will guide you and you will learn.

THEW FUMBLING KEYS. REPEATED BEEPS AS THE FRONT DOOR

LOCK SYSTEM ADMITS THEM. HEAVE OF A HEAVY IRON SOVIET

DOOR.

14. INT. DINGY SOVIET STAIRWELL

THEW: But I’ve got loads of empathy already. I taught kids,

you know? Even the worst ones - spoilt, whining rich
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little blighters. Needed empathy with wings on that

did.

THEW AND JEMIMA TAKE TO THE STAIRS

JEMIMA: If you are as empathetic as you say, this will be no

effort at all.

THEW: Alright, wait here. Will only be a minute.

KEYS. THEW UNLOCKS HIS APARTMENT DOOR AND OPENS IT

JEMIMA: I don't see why you can't let me come in and help

you. I know what homeless wear.

THEW CLOSES THE DOOR ON JEMIMA

THEW: (OFF. THROUGH DOOR) It's the high-level of

hygiene I maintain. I'm worried it might pull you out

of character. It's already making me feel... very

hygienic.

FROM BEHIND DOOR - THEW TRIPPING ON A PLATE, KNIFE AND FORK

AND THEN KICKING A BOTTLE

THEW: (OFF. THROUGH DOOR) Ow. Mother.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Well that explained his immunity to absinthe - I

spotted at least three empty bottles of the stuff in his

flat from weeks past -- Months. Probably months. --

But maybe I wouldn’t be needing any psychoactive
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assistance after all - Thew’s life was already a

picture of catastrophe - he was so single I’m pretty

sure science couldn’t better arrange his home to

ward off women. And it was no great leap of faith to

believe I had been led to him as his saviour - I

mean, he failed me. Narratively-speaking, it would

be almost biblical if I helped him where he failed me.

No - I’d stick to my guns with ‘Thew’.

THEW OPENS THE DOOR

THEW: Done. Amazing what you find at the bottom of a

wardrobe.

So? Any good?

JEMIMA: (IMPRESSED) Hmm.  You’ve done this before?

THEW: Funny.

THEW EXITING, CLOSING AND LOCKING THE DOOR

JEMIMA: Trousers are a tad neat, but with a bit of a roll

around outside...

THEW AND JEMIMA TROTTING BACK DOWN THE STEPS.

OFF - MULTIPLE BEEPS FROM THE HEAVY IRON ENTRANCE DOOR

ONE FLOOR DOWN. OPENS AS SOMEONE ENTERS FROM OUTSIDE.

THEW: (HISSING) Stop. Stop.

JEMIMA: What? Who is it?
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THEW: Mrs. Handitova.

JEMIMA: Who?

THEW: My landlady.

JEMIMA: What’s her real name, Thew?

THEW: I told you. Mrs. Stoppen Handitova.

(OFF HER UNIMPRESSED FACE)

What?

DOWNSTAIRS: FOOTSTEPS. KEYS. DOOR OPENING AND CLOSING

THEW: Right the coast is clear. That was a close one.

15. EXT. 10AM BRNO. STREET.

THEW AND JEMIMA WALK ALONG THE PAVEMENT

THEW: She thinks I’m out of the country.

JEMIMA: You lied to her? See - this is exactly the problem.

Manipulation.

THEW: I call it survival.

JEMIMA: This is not the Serengeti.

THEW: Telling me. Not seen a herd of goulash come by like

once.
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JEMIMA: Listen, Thew. Honesty and empathy are intertwined.

When you bare yourself through honesty, you invite

a shared understanding with the other.

THEW: Alright. But what about 'the pledge'? Everyone thinks

I am an estate agent. I'm contracted to lie!

JEMIMA: That's an untruth you must carry, I admit; but for the

benefit of others. What it is not is a license to lie

about everything.

THEW’S PHONE - OLDSCHOOL DUBSTEP TRACK

THEW: Sorry - phone. Oo - it’s Gwynn. Need to take this.

JEMIMA: Give it to me.

THEW: Why?

BEEP. PHONE STOPS RINGING

THEW: Why d’ya turn it off?

JEMIMA: No phones. You’re homeless. Homeless don’t have

smartphones.

THEW: Maybe I found it.

JEMIMA: And where would you charge it?

THEW: At ho… Aaa.
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JEMIMA: And so begins your journey into a life of having

nothing. Let’s make it a temporary one, yes? Now -

this way.

16. EXT. 10:30AM. BRNO. RIVERBANK.

CARS IN THE DISTANCE. THEW AND JEMIMA TRUDGE A DIRT PATH.

JEMIMA: So. Here we are.

THEW: Homeless home?

JEMIMA: Exactly. The river provides a means for both

washing and toilet.

THEW: Like my sink.

JEMIMA: Sorry?

THEW: Only after a night out at Laguna. Less splash.

(OFF ANOTHER LOOK)

What? I rinse it in the morn.

JEMIMA: Let’s stay on task now. There are two groups of

‘residentially challenged’. See what I did there?

THEW: Nope.

JEMIMA: ‘Residentially challenged’. It’s a sympathetic, and

therefore empathetic, way of describing homeless

people’s unfortunate position.
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THEW: But what if no one has any idea what you are talking

about?

JEMIMA: Well, sometimes sensitivity is a little less direct in

meaning, it’s true.  Let’s practise a little.  You said

earlier that I smell.

THEW: Yeah, there’s a reason I’m keeping this side of ya.

JEMIMA: Alright. How might you say the same thing more

sensitively?

THEW: You whiff like the back end of my shorts after a bus

ride to Bombay?

JEMIMA: Ok - try again. Maybe keep it short and use more

positive phrasing.

THEW: You’re a bit fragrant, love.

JEMIMA: (SIGH OF DEFEAT) Nevermind. Just try to think

how others would like you to talk to them, ok?

THEW: Sure. So what we got to do?

JEMIMA: Well, we have two groups here. One on this bank of

the river. The other on that side. They’ve been

having something of a conflict. Crossing the

footbridge for some fisticuffs. Two hospitalizations in

the last week alone.

THEW: Hospitals are better than here, no?
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JEMIMA: They were injured, Thew.

THEW: Sure - or why else would they be hospitalized?

JEMIMA: (SIGH OF YET MORE DEFEAT) Your task is to

befriend the group on this side and, through the

rapport you develop, dissolve the conflict with the

others.

THEW: You’re tugging on my curlies, right?

JEMIMA: If I understand you correctly - no, I’m not.

THEW: I don't know them for Adam. They ain’t gonna listen

to me.

JEMIMA: Sure they will. If you empathise.

THEW BATTING JEMIMA’S HAND AWAY

THEW: Will you stop that with the frontal lube. I got it the

first time. Now how am I supposed to even talk to

them? Everyone speaks foreign here.

JEMIMA: Czech - they speak Czech. But the group I have

assigned you to is led by a fellow Brit. And at least

some of the others speak English too.

THEW: (HIS TURN TO SIGH) And how you gonna grade

me?  On the test, I mean.
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JEMIMA: Pass or fail. You must guide them towards settling

their differences. Use empathy. No

Machiavellianism.

THEW: Macchiato-what?

JEMIMA: Manipulate. You can’t manipulate.

THEW: (ALREADY SETTING OFF) Could have just said

that.

JEMIMA: Wait - where are you going?

THEW: The test?

JEMIMA: Here - take this rucksack. It’s got food and alcohol

and cigarettes.

THEW: So bribery’s fine. How are we on blackmail?

JEMIMA: No. Not to bribe - as a gift. Exchange relationships.

And no blackmail. Christ.

THEW: Alright, alright. Give it here then. How long have I

got?

JEMIMA: Till five thirty. Seven hours.

THEW: That bag had better have an elephant ton of liquor in

it.

RUCKSACK FROM ONE BACK TO ANOTHER
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JEMIMA: No - that would pollute the results. Now, what about

your story?

THEW: What story?

JEMIMA: About how you became homeless.

THEW: Not really going to stretch my imagination that one.

JEMIMA: What...? Oh, I see. Come on, now, Matthew - stay

perky. You can do this.

THEW: Right. Only one way to find out.

FOOTSTEPS AS THEY WALK

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Conundrums, conundrums.  If there were any

chance at all of Thew passing this ‘training’ and

getting back on the right side of the suicide helpline,

I was pretty sure I could help him save some other

poor sod. But, then, if he failed, he’d surely be

teetering on the edge himself... Conundrums.

Something told me that failure was the more likely of

the two outcomes. I’d conserve my energy for when

he got fired. Surely he’d contemplate suicide then.

And I’d be there to catch him. Figuratively speaking,

of course.

17. 10:30AM. BRNO. RIVERSIDE CAMP FOR HOMELESS
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GROWING BACKGROUND CHATTER OF SIX HOMELESS EXPATS

FAR OFF - UNINTELLIGIBLE CALL FROM ACROSS THE RIVER

CABBAGE: It’s not correct. Really not correct.

NUTTER: Yeah - well, you keep on eating sunshine, sunshine.

THEW: Morning all.

NUTTER: And who might you be?

THEW: I’m… a… we’re... a… residentially challenged.

NUTTER: You’re what?

THEW: Homeless. As of this mornin’.

NUTTER: Kept those clothes aside for the big day, did ya?

THEW: What? Err… No. Just wanted to fit in, didn’t I?

NUTTER: Alright, well, more to the point - what do you want?

THEW: Don’t know. Erm. Friends?

NUTTER: (TENSION DIFFUSES AS HE BEGINS TO LAUGH.

A LOT) Don’t we all! Don’t we all!

Come on, then - ‘friend’ - take a pew.

THEW: Cheers. Thew’s the name - this is… er Jem…

Gemma.

NUTTER: From the south east, then?
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THEW: Yeah. Essex - Clacton. She’s SW something. You?

NUTTER: Millwall. But Blighty got a lot further away all of a

sudden if you know what I mean. This is my home

now.

So - what’s in the bag?

THEW: Eh? Oh. Stuff. For… erm… you. Here.

BAG BEING PASSED AND UNZIPPED

NUTTER: (LAUGHS AGAIN) You’re a proper greenie, aren’t

ya? And what’s with you? Gemma is it? The cat

didn’t get your tongue, I know that --

FAR OFF - CALL OF SOMEONE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE/SOMETHING

JEMIMA: I’m - err - shy is all.

NUTTER: Posh too. Right pair you are.

What we got here, then?  Voddy - voddy - vodka! All

two hundred and fifty milliliters of it. Ciggies - nice.

And… some other stuff that keeps you alive. Here

you can have the rest back. Cheers.

BAG IS TOSSED BACK

NUTTER OPENS VODKA, SWIGS, RASPS AND PASSES BOTTLE

CABBAGE: You should tell them what’s happening, Nutter.
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NUTTER: What? That I am about to stuff that loudmouth face

of yours into the river till it stops making bubbles?

CABBAGE: (QUIETLY) It’s not safe here. Not now.

NUTTER: Is that what you told Poland?

CABBAGE: I’m not the Nazi here.

THEW: Looks pretty safe to me. Like what you did with them

pallets - almost like a… (REALISES) fort. Why have

you got a fort?

NUTTER: Patience ‘friend’. She’s called The Den. The Old

Den, of course.

Now is the time to say if you’re a Hammers fan...

THEW: Southend.

NUTTER: That I can stomach. Your lads cause more bother

than ours these days. Millwall’s gone soft - Family

FC.

THEW: Yeah... (NO IDEA WHAT TO SAY) Football.

FAR OFF - CALL FOR SOMEONE/SOMETHING

NUTTER STANDS AND TAKES A PAN OFF THE FIRE. THE CONTENTS

ARE HISSING

NUTTER: Grub looks ready. Consider this a welcome dinner.

Here you go.
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GEMMA: Just ate, thanks.

Out of a bin.

THEW: Na - you’re alright, ta. I don’t eat rabbit. Used to

keep ‘em.

NUTTER: Just as well, cause this is cat.

CABBAGE: (WHIMPERING) Mein Gott.

THEW: Very kind, but--

NUTTER: (THREATENING) In this country, it’s rude to turn

down food when it’s offered to ya. You lost your

manners all of a sudden, or what?

THEW: Right you are, then. Fanks.

NUTTER: You too, Cabbage - not another word. Front paw -

there you go. You too, Marek.

CABBAGE: Oh, Gott.

FOUR PEOPLE EACH EATING A LEG

THEW: Medium rare. Mmm.

You sure you’re not tempted?

JEMIMA: Sure sure. Yes.
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THEW: Cause here we are, ‘experiencing oppression

through the eyes of the oppressed’. Tastin’ it even.

NUTTER STANDS AND MOVES OFF SOME METRES AWAY

DISTANT SOUND OF SOMEONE CALLING FOR THEIR CAT

NUTTER: (SHOUTING OVER THE RIVER) Hey, Petr! Found

your cat!

NUTTER BITES OFF ANOTHER MOUTHFUL

NUTTER: (FULL MOUTH - STILL SHOUTING) Don't taste like

chicken at all really. More like war! (LAUGHS)

A DISTANT WAIL OF GRIEF

NUTTER: Incoming! To the Den!

SUDDEN FLURRY OF MOVEMENT - ALL HURRIEDLY SEEK COVER

THEW: Why?

BOTTLES SMASH ONE AFTER ANOTHER - AGAINST PALLETS, ON THE

GROUND - OR THUD IN THE GRASS BEHIND THEM.

THEW: Ok. That’s why.

NUTTER THROWS BOTTLES BACK. DISTANT SMASHING OF HIS

ORDNANCE

NUTTER: (LAUGHING INSANELY) Come on then! Haha! Call

that a throw? They ain’t pancakes!

BOTTLE SMASHES VERY CLOSE BY
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JEMIMA: (YELP OF FRIGHT) Aa! Thew!

THEW: Great bleeding idea this was.

JEMIMA: Ok. Erm. Let’s just wait for things to settle down.

BIGGER BOTTLE SMASHING. THEN ANOTHER

NUTTER: (LAUGHING) He’s throwing his radio!

RADIO SMASHING NEARBY

NUTTER: Do us a favour and toss over your dog ‘n all, Petr! A

pot of mustard too.

CHAOS FADES OUT

18. EXT. 12 NOON. BRNO. RIVERSIDE CAMP FOR HOMELESS

NUTTER: Right then, people. Ready to launch our counter

offensive.

MURMURS OF HUMBLE DISAGREEMENT

NUTTER: Now don’t let me remind you what happened last

time we ran into discipline issues. Everyone - gather

round. Briefing time.

CONTINUED MURMURS OF HUMBLE DISAGREEMENT AND

CRUNCHING GLASS UNDERFOOT AS THE GROUP GATHERS AROUND.

THEW: (WHISPERING) You just tell me when we abort, ok?
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JEMIMA: (WHISPERING) We’re not aborting. We’ve been

here like twenty minutes.

A STICK DRAWING IN THE DIRT

NUTTER: So - battle map. Here’s the footbridge. Here’s their

camp. No frills plan. You two - will go in first from this

side - round the back...

THEW: We were actually thinking of heading off soon - see if

we can get our home back. You know - just in case

they changed their mind.

NUTTER: (barely-suppressed rage) Know what happened to

the last guy in our gaggle who lacked team spirit?

The shopping trolley tied to his back made it hard for

him to swim...

JEMIMA: So what do we do when we arrive?

NUTTER: You stand here, and draw ‘em out.

NUTTER DRAWS AN X IN THE DIRT WITH HIS STICK.

THEW: So, if I get it right, we're going to be bait?

NUTTER: Actually, nice thinking: bring what’s left of those cat

legs with you. That'll get Petr out in a hurry. Take the

frying pan and a tin of goulash for when it gets tasty.

The situation, I mean. Tinned goulash ain’t ever

tasty.
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The rest of us will circle around here and surprise

them from the gay-door.

MORE DRAWING IN THE SAND

NUTTER: All crystal?

(SILENCE)

Is that clear?

MURMUR OF RELUCTANT AFFIRMATIVES

THEW: (WHISPERS) We need to talk.

THEW AND JEMIMA CRUNCH AWAY THROUGH BROKEN GLASS

NUTTER: Where’re you two going?

THEW: To pee. We… erm, always pee together.

NUTTER: (INCREASINGLY OFF) Make it snappy. Operation

Counter Offensive begins at zero... eleven a.m.

19. EXT. NOON. BRNO. RIVERSIDE BRUSH

MOVING THROUGH A BUSH

JEMIMA: You have got to be more proactive, Thew.

THEW: What do you want me to do? That Nutter guy is

epinomynous.

JEMIMA: Eponymous.

THEW: Not to mention freaking enormonous.  But, more to

the point, empathy isn’t really his shtick.
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JEMIMA: Empathy is everyone’s ‘shtick’, Thew. Look, you just

need to communicate with greater understanding.

Use your emotional intelligence. You’re not relating

to his pain.

THEW: That’s cause he’s swimming in everyone else’s.

Including ours in seven and a half minutes.

Look, you brought us into this war of the dozies.

Let's just leave, alright?

JEMIMA: Not till you bring an end to the war. And they’re not

dozies...

THEW: Fine. You know what? Fine.

THEW STOMPS BACK THROUGH BUSHES. JEMIMA FOLLOWS

JEMIMA: Wait. Listen to me - language is essential for

empathy and the two groups have issues with

communication. But there are other ways - gestures,

acts of leadership, gifts...

20. EXT. NOON. BRNO. RIVERSIDE CAMP FOR HOMELESS

CRUNCHING GLASS AND CHIT CHAT - THEY ARE BACK IN THE CAMP

THEW: Frying pan, right?

NUTTER: Yeah, all your--

KONG! FRYING PAN HITS HEAD. COLLECTIVE GASPS.

NUTTER’S FORM COLLAPSES TO THE GROUND.
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JEMIMA: Thew! What are you doing?

CABBAGE: He’s out cold.

THEW: Act of leadership and a good old Essex-style gift. I’m

done here.

JEMIMA: That’s your solution? Violence?

THEW: I don’t see any problem anymore, do you? Thanks

for the trip down empathy lane. Stuff your training -

and your job. I’m going to the pub.

CRUNCHING GLASS AS THEW STOMPS OFF

JEMIMA: Wha--?  Thew!

CABBAGE: Freedom!

MORE CRUNCHING GLASS AS THE OTHER TRAMPS SCARPER TOO

21. INT. 12:30. BRNO. LOCAL’S PUB.

QUIET PUB ATMOSPHERE. BUT NOT EMPTY.

SQUEAKING AS BARMAN DRIES ALREADY PRETTY DRY GLASS FROM

THE DISHWASHER

THEW: Pilsner and absinthe. Sugar. Sukre. Mit sheggerling.

Whatever you call the stuff.

Yeah - that too.

COINS ON BAR. DRINKS BEING PREPPED
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MR. BUCKERIDGE: Come on you stubborn Essex bastard. Your

pointless swill of a life is so peppered with poop it

won’t even go down a plughole properly. You don’t

speak the same language as anyone here cause

you never got off your Rule Britannia ass to learn,

and you’ve been away from Clacton-upon-whatever

for so long, your homecoming would be about as

important as last Monday. There is no way for you to

go. No way but... Down.

Down Down Deeper and Down. Down Down Deeper

and Down. Say it after me.

DOOR OPENS AND FOOTSTEPS AS ANOTHER SOMEONE COMES IN

THEW: ‘Ello. I know you. You work security at Riegrovy

Sady.

SECURITY GUARD: I don’t know you.

(TO BARMAN) Dvanáctku.

THEW: (LAUGHS) Oh - the clothes. I’m not really homeless.

Long story.

You threw a friend of mine out yesterday - ‘Welsh

American’ ? Chocolate all over her face? Not sure

you realised it was chocolate...
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SECURITY GUARD: I don’t know you.

THEW: Beats the hell out of me how that could change...

SUDDEN COMMOTION.  LANDLORD’S BELL GONGS. DOOR OPENS

REPEATEDLY AS THE ENTIRE PUB FILES OUT IN A HURRY.

THEW: Wait. What’s going on?

(NO ANSWER)

Where’s everyone going?

MORE FILING OUT OF THE PUB

THEW: Fine. I’ll find out for myself then, shall I?

THEW BUSTLES OUT THROUGH THE DOUBLE-DOOR EXIT.

22. EXT. 12:30. BRNO. PUB CAR PARK.

DISTANT SOUND OF MOTORWAY ABOVE.

THEW: What is it? A fire drill?

SECURITY GUARD: Jumper. On bridge.

THEW: What? Where?

(NOTICES ABOVE) Ohhh...

SECURITY GUARD: Bridge is number one place for, how do you say:

'self-murder'?

THEW: Suicide.
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SECURITY GUARD: And this pub is number one place for betting on…

Swee-side?

THEW: Suicide.

MURMURS OF CZECH CONVERSATION FROM THOSE GATHERED

THEW: You’re betting on whether the guy’ll jump.

SECURITY GUARD: And if he bounces higher than - what is this?

THEW: Your knee. You’re betting on whether he'll bounce

higher than your knee.

SOMEONE MOVING THEIR CAR OUT OF THE WAY

SECURITY GUARD: Yes.

THEW: Cause otherwise this would be no fun at all.

SECURITY GUARD: Yes.

THEW: (RECOGNISES) Hang on a minute. It’s not…  Shit.

Tobias!

(PANIC) How do I get up there?

SECURITY GUARD: Stairs there. Many. Many.

THEW DOWNING HIS PINT. RASP. BURP.

THUD OF IT ON A WOODEN BENCH.

THEW NECKING HIS CHASER. RASP. SHIVER.

SMALLER THUD OF IT ON A WOODEN BENCH.
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THEW’S MOVEMENT THROUGH THE GATHERING CROWD. LOTS OF

CHATTER.

THEW: Coming through.

SLAP OF A NOTE ON A TABLE

THEW: Five hundred crowns he’ll jump. No bounce.

Weird bastards.

THEW SPRINTING OFF DOWN A STREET

23. EXT. 12:30. BRNO. MOTORWAY BRIDGE

CARS WHOOSHING BY

FOOTSTEPS AND HEAVY BREATHING OF SOMEONE TERRIBLY UNFIT

RUNNING

MR. BUCKERIDGE: Turn-OUT!!  Roll on my big chance. Not at all what I

was expecting but, heck, beggars can’t be choosers.

Let’s just hope they can be crisis interventionists.

What do we have on this Tobias?  A Mormon - a

goodly sort. Heck - what’s the Church of the

Latter-Day Saints position on suicide? Thew - use

your phone - Google the crap out of the bastard. Aa!

You idiot! You left your mobile with Empathy

Pungent the Third back there. Right - focus - on your

training - on your experience - Machiavellianism is

okay too - I guess. Anything goes. Just SAVE THIS

MORMON’S LIFE!
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THEW APPS - FOOTSTEPS SLOW TO A TIRED, SLAPPY JOG.

THEN STOP.

THEW’S TERRIBLE BREATHLESSNESS

TOBIAS: Stay away!

(RECOGNITION) Matthew? Is that you? What are

you doing?

THEW: I… always… jog… along motorways. Dressed as a

homeless guy.

TOBIAS: I’m not interested, okay? Can you please go away?

THEW: Just… need… to catch my breath.

TOBIAS: Stop lying! You don’t jog. Why is everyone lying?

THEW: Woah there - it was a joke... Tobias.

TOBIAS: How can you joke when I am about to kill myself?

THEW: You’re right, I’m sorry. I… I do it cause it makes me

feel safe, ok? But you’re right. Now ain’t the time.

Who else is lying, Tobias?

TOBIAS: Who do you think?

THEW: Oh - the faeces-smeared-on-facey episode?

TOBIAS: (WOEFULLY WOEFUL) Oh, how could she… how

could she…?
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THEW: Might have been worse… I mean… it was just

chocolate--

Woah. NO! Don’t! I’m sorry.

TOBIAS: I thought this was your profession.

THEW: Was. I got fired. Cause I’m bad at it.

TOBIAS: Then why the hell are you here?

THEW: I saw you from the pub you are looking down at.

TOBIAS: There are lots of people in the car park. They’re

looking up at me.

THEW: Yeah, they are…  they are gathering... to pray.

TOBIAS: Stop that will you? This is 21st century Czech

Republic! They’d sooner be betting on whether or

not I was going to jump.

THEW: How could you think such a thing?

TOBIAS: Hmmm, well, let me see - maybe because yesterday

I found out that the woman I wanted to marry is

actually a livestream pornography model who

specialises in taboo fetishes?

THEW: Gwinn? Really? Wow. Ok. So the chocolate...? Oh.

Wow.

TOBIAS: Yeah - precisely.
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A CAR BEEPS AS IT DRIVES PAST AND SOMEONE GIVES A CHEER, OR

RATHER JEER, OUT OF THE CAR WINDOW

TOBIAS: Honestly - who wants to live in a world like this?

THEW: Seems to me that you haven’t had time to process

this double dose of the dark-side, mate.

TOBIAS: What’s there to process? Humanity sucks. There

isn’t a god. Or if there ever was, I’m pretty sure he

found a way to top himself by now too...

THEW: Not sure God would be that self-absorbed.

TOBIAS: What?

THEW: Nothing.

TOBIAS: Are you saying I’m self-absorbed?

THEW: That would be pretty stupid, with you on the side of a

bridge doing a Jesus in Rio.

TOBIAS: (ACTUALLY A CHUCKLE) You’re still making jokes.

THEW: Definitely not the right time.

TOBIAS: (SERIOUS AGAIN) No.

But really - you think I am self-absorbed?

THEW: Well we’re all right in the middle of our own worlds,

so ‘self-absorbed’ is a bit of an oxy...mormon.
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TOBIAS: Oxymoron.

THEW: Don’t put yourself down.

But, yeah, I guess you could look at all this a little

less through your own googlies.

TOBIAS: How else could I look at it?

THEW: Dunno. Maybe how Gwinn sees it all?

TOBIAS: Sees what? She’s evil.

THEW: That’s a bit harsh. She spends most of every day

talking people out of topping themselves. I mean

taking… I mean--

TOBIAS: Killing themselves. Yes, I know. But she performs

filth on camera for money.

POLICE CAR SIRENS IN THE DISTANCE

THEW: But why?

TOBIAS: How the hell should I know?

THEW: Don’t know. Just thought maybe you’d pondered

over it a bit.

POLICE CAR SIRENS A LITTLE CLOSER

TOBIAS: Well, she did tell me she used to be bulimic.

THEW: Really? Was she backpacking there or something?
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TOBIAS: Backpacking?

THEW: In Bolimia, where she caught it.

TOBIAS: What? No, bulimic - when you make yourself vomit

so you lose weight.

THEW: Oh. Vombots. Got ya.

TOBIAS: She said that she found a cure but wouldn’t tell me

what.

THEW: Chocolate face mask?

TOBIAS: Will you please stop mentioning that?

No - I mean, maybe it was exhibitionism. It’s fair to

say her livestream clients thought she was beautiful.

And probably told her so every time that she...

THEW: Oh, right. Yeah - exactly. There you go. She got into

smearing to cure the vomming.

TOBIAS: God, what an idiot.

THEW: Give her a break. Life ain’t all rose-fragranced air

freshener.

TOBIAS: Me. I’m an idiot. You’re right. I was self-absorbed.

POLICE CAR SIREN MAKES ONE FINAL ‘WOO’ ABOUT FIFTY METRES

AWAY AND THEN GOES QUIET
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THEW: Funny that. Look. The police. They don’t come up

here, they wait for you down there.

CAR DOORS OPENING AND CLOSING. DISTANT CHATTER FROM THE

PUB BELOW

TOBIAS: They showed up to pray for me too. Kinda sweet,

really.

What’s with the money, though?

THEW: (HURRIED) A collection. Church upkeep. And a

wreath.

TOBIAS: (DEEP SIGH) I need to talk to Gwinn.

THEW: I need a shower. You walkin’?

TOBIAS: Yeah.

SOUNDS OF TOBIAS CLIMBING BACK OVER A METAL FENCE BACK

ONTO THE SIDE OF THE LIVING

DISTANT OFF - GROANS AND SHOUTS OF DISAPPOINTMENT FROM

THE PUB BELOW

TOBIAS: It’s almost like they are disappointed I’m not

jumping.

THEW: You said it yourself - not often these guys get a

chance for a good prayer-time.

Fancy a pint on route?
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TOBIAS: Yeah. I might even have a beer.

THEW: Let’s find another place, though. There is such a

thing as too much congratulatory hugging.

And, erm - you’re paying.

24. INT. 11AM. BRNO. THEW’S APARTMENT

THEW SNORING.

DOORBELL.

THEW: (GROGGY) Who the hell...? What’s the point in

being unemployed if you can’t even sleep?

THEW TRIPS OVER PLATES, CUTLERY, MUGS AND PIZZA BOXES.

THEW: Bloody gravity.

CHAIN OFF THE LATCH & LATCH OFF THE LATCH. DOOR OPENS.

JEMIMA: Hello, Thew.

THEW: Jemima.

JEMIMA: You’re still dressed for life in the streets.

THEW: Yeah - figured it was only a matter of time… with the

rent arrears and all.

What’s this?
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THEW TAKES A PIECE OF PAPER

JEMIMA: A receipt, for your rent. I paid it. Well, Mother Goose

did. A bonus.

THEW: No, way! Wow. Thanks. Got a pad till September

now - I’ll smell the part by then too.

JEMIMA: We want you to come back to work, Thew.

Gwinn told me about what you did. For Tobias. And

for her.

THEW: She told you?  Like everything?

JEMIMA: Yeah - try not make fun of her, ok? She’s still a bit

sensitive.

THEW: Me? I wouldn’t Milka situation like this. Would be

wholly nuts.

(DISAPPROVING SILENCE FROM JEMIMA)

Only joshing. She alright?

JEMIMA: Yeah - she’s got the phones. Have a shower and

come in now if you like? I’ll give you a lift.

THEW: Sure. Can you wait?

Out there.
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THEW TRIPS OVER PLATES, CUTLERY, MUGS AND PIZZA BOXES.

JEMIMA: No, I’m not waiting out in this dark, godforsa...

JEMIMA OPENS THE DOOR

JEMIMA: (GASPS) Thew!

Right. We’re not leaving until we clean this place up.

Where are the rubber gloves?

THEW: Bedside table - bottom drawer… Oh, for cleaning.

Nope.

JEMIMA: (NOTE FROM PURSE) Here’s five hundred crowns.

Buy gloves, sponges, disinfectant… oh, you’re

useless. I’ll be back in two minutes. Start, I don’t

know, stacking pizza boxes.

THEW: (SIGH OF RESIGNATION) Thanks.

JEMIMA LEAVES.

THEW PICKS UP TWO PIZZA BOXES AND A COKE CAN

25. EXT. DAY. MR. BUCKERIDGE’S PERSONAL PARADISE

THE RIPPLE OF A SHALLOW STREAM. MEADOW PIPPITS ABOVE. TWO

BOYS IN THE DISTANCE FLYING A KITE.

MR. BUCKERIDGE: I’d like to think I was a key player in Tobias’ rescue -

I did whisper stuff in his ear about going down to hell
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and even sang some more Status Quo for dramatic

effect. Whatever the reason - I promptly found

myself here once he changed his mind.

But if I am honest, I think that all I needed to do to

qualify for paradise was witness someone come

close to the edge and then step back from it. A step I

didn’t take. The whole episode on the bridge left me

wishing I had helped more. Not just Tobias, or even

Thew... but, if I’m honest, in life in general. I could

have made it a little less about me, as Thew said -

albeit accidentally.

Heaven is kind of like going home after a hard day’s

work, it turns out - nothing in the universe could be

conceivably better. But if you skive, slack off or pull a

sicky, the glittering streams, gilt bridges and even

the breathless utterances of “thank you, you man”

seem, I don’t know, a little undeserved. I wish I could

say that made my personal paradise feel less

paradisiacal - it doesn’t, it’s absolutely super here.

Just perhaps it could be a little more... original.

THE END
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